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Note from the Editor
Whenever Heart of Flesh opens for submissions, there is often an air of
excitement, followed by surprise at the quality and quantity of work being
submitted, and then awe and wonder at the creation ascending from the
submission pile. It’s a beautiful process that I feel blessed to be a part of. But
there is also an element of stress that threatens to overwhelm the whole
experience. I often have to remind myself that Jesus is in control, first in
command, and whatever is sent our way, whatever I feel compelled to do with
our contributors’ work, must ultimately be given up to Him — clay to be
shaped in the Potter's hands into something comprehensive and meaningful.
I didn't deliberately plan a theme for Issue #4, but as I poured over the pieces
in this issue, I noticed a subtle theme emerge. Maybe it's a theme only I notice,
as it's probably no coincidence that it's a theme I'm often drawn to — soft light
flickering in a dark place; a whisper heard through the chaos and noise —
God's whisper — easy to miss, yet more powerful than any force on earth,
heard by all who have ears to hear.
As I meditated on God's whisper, I thought of Elijah — overwhelmed, fearful
because of Jezebel's death threats, isolated — as he waited for the Lord to
speak to Him:
“...Then a great and powerful wind tore the
mountains apart and shattered the rocks before
the Lord, but the Lord was not in the wind.
After the wind there was an earthquake, but
the Lord was not in the earthquake. After the
earthquake came a fire, but the Lord was not
in the fire. And after the fire came a gentle
whisper.”
(1 Kings 19:11-12, NIV)
God is not the storm. He's the calm in the middle of the storm, beyond it. It's
so easy to get bogged down in this world — to feel the weight of ugliness,
hate, destruction, emptiness, and depression pushing down on us. If you're not

careful, life will try its best to crush you. But something gentle exists outside
of it, under the coarse fabric of things. There is a soft voice waiting for you to
listen and hear. And it's so easy to drown it out, to overlook it, to pretend it
doesn't exist, or simply not hear it through the noise.
Jesus is the whisper in the chaos. Our contributors see Him in the peripheral,
call out to Him from the dark places and wait for His voice, feel the peace in
His gentle light, or recognize the weight of His absence in an absurd,
seemingly meaningless world.
In this issue, you'll find laughter and despair, the everyday moments and the
sublime, brokenness and healing, pain and joy, and in everything, bubbling
underneath the surface, Jesus — waiting, whispering, and placing His finger
on everything.
I hope you hear the voice of Jesus whispering through these works. I hope His
quiet flame lights a fire in your soul, and dispels the darkness in your corner
of the world.
It is my pleasure and honor to present these talented writers and artists of Issue
#4, both Christians and non-Christians from around the world.
Thank you for reading, and God bless.

Editor/Founder
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POETRY

Rachel Michelle Collier
all she had to do Was.
(for the chronically ill & misunderstood.)

you are not.
even Really sick; you are sick because
you Don’t. so
all you have to do Is.
this, while my eclipse begins.
but,
All i have to do is.
and i can see the eulogy: (they are)
(still looking down on me)

(while looking down on me)
: bowed, swiveling heads
now with eyes fogged red
mourn with intense hisses
solemnly swearing,
all she had to do Was.
and i’d rather become ashes
long abandoned in a crematorium
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than to have this lie send me to
my glory! lord—!
— all you have to do Is!
All you have to do is, lord, please,
all You have to do is.

DONNELL MEETS THE STRANGEST SIGHT OF ALL HIS
LIFE!
Donnell stares, looking up: Mm! The rising moon. A pretty red twilight. A
shining light and then, a gust of wind and then – twilight resumes. The color
of the Man: unknown; the color of the horse he rode in on: unknown. He saw
it, though. He saw some sight. Donnell stays, anticipates.
Glancing about, intensely focused, looking upward, Donnell stares. A coyote’s
moan doesn’t chill his bones – the Man’s the hold that won’t let go; the Man’s
the one to watch out for! A glint between the stars, a pause, and now . . . and
now . . . . . . Donnell stays, anticipates.
Deep into the dusk Donnell stares: There! The near moon now illuminates the
scene: the Man wears flowing robes and balances a glowing globe of Earth in
his left hand. In his right he holds a key; strapped to his back, a crook. He
drops the globe – it hovers there and spins – reaches for his crook, then holds
it out, searching about, concentrating, face concerned
—Donnell runs,
anticipating.
Donnell hits the pavement; feet are flying way too late now – this is fate at any
rate now! Now, something on his neck, warm in contrast to the cool night:
closes round and then (he twists the crook), a little pressure, a gentle pull . . .
Donnell fights this drawing near, desperate for his wife Lucille, scared and
panicking, but then he dares to look again: hovering, he glances up instead of
down and then, he sees the horse and then, he spies the Man and then – he
meets his eyes. The color of the horse up close: unknown; the color of the
Man: who knows; the color of his eyes: who cares. ‘There was a warmth,’ is
what he’ll say. Donnell stays still, participates,
anticipates the discipline he knew was due (though not like this!):
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‘Donnell, you’ve wandered way too far; I could barely see you anymore, and
My shepherd’s eyes are the best there are! Why have you turned away from
Me? tantalized by strange, wild pastures? Lost in lands which I’ve
forbidden, isolated from the flock. Separated from the family. That’s the way
that lion stalks, lamb, picking you off one by one!
I told Saint Peter ‘Feed my sheep,’ and he obeyed; lamb – don’t you have
enough to eat? and don’t you have the best in Me – both savories, and
sweets? are you so greedy for what seems to be greener grass that you would
risk the further walk for that? I’ve come to tote you back: draw you in, draw
the line again, gather you in My arms, and walk you home.
These shepherd’s eyes are the best there are but I could barely see you
anymore, Donnell, you’ve wandered way too far; I could barely see you
anymore. But look: here we are! Because here I am. I’ve found you yet
again, Donnell, and – I always will.’
~
Donnell, stunned, stares, silent, blinking at some sleeping trees. The growing
grass . . . a night cow at a fence . . . . . . There had been a breeze, and then, a
glimmering, and then – then the Man and horse were gone, with the make and
color of the horse he rode unknown, but the makings of the Man himself: pure;
ONLY. Donnell trembles the whole way home. That voice. And yet again –
that choice.
~
Donnell watches on his knees, ready for anything. A lowered head. Upturned
palms gesturing. A presence fills the air and then, an overwhelming weight
and then, a fear starts into him and then – a quickening of hope! – a startlement
of joy! – and then . . . and then . . . . . .
~
Donnell prays, anticipates: Donnell prays, anticipates: Donnell prays,
anticipates: anticipates: anticipates: anticipates: anticipates: anticipates.
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the Angry god
I stand here, heart open, no fear | Bitterness
fading, fleeing from Your perfect patience,
replaced by compassion during the process
of illumination | I crave Your presence,
Your perfect revelation |
You dissolve anger

You dissolve anger You dissolve anger

Rachel Michelle Collier is from Mississippi, and has also been published
or has work forthcoming in Fathom Mag and Ekstasis Magazine. She
wants you to know that you are loved.
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POETRY

Gale Acuff
Pumps
There’s nobody who loves Jesus more than
I do unless it’s Jesus Himself but
that would probably be vanity,
Divine vanity and that’s not kosher,
and then there’s God, the Father of Jesus
and, some say, Jesus Himself, if it’s true
that I and the Father are one and if
you throw in for good measure the Holy
Ghost–well, I forgot where I was going
with all this unless it was and is to
swear how much I love Him, Jesus I mean,
but then here comes God and the Holy Ghost
again so I’m back where I began but
I’m not really sure where that is and was
and will be, world without end, Amen, har
har. One day I’ll die and then hang
around in my grave until Judgment Day
or is it that I have to go to Hell
for several zillion years until that day
before my soul’s sprung loose to rush to meet
Jesus in the air when Gabriel blows
his horn, or does Jesus toot His own, no
disrespect intended, I’m only ten
years old and though I go to Sunday School
every week sometimes I get confused as
to Hell so that nothing’s sure as far as
I’m concerned save that I’m alive and I
was born and then I’ll die and if you want
a Trinity to believe in, well, there’s
one for you. After Sunday School I tried
to proclaim my gospel to Miss Hooker, she’s
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25 and paints her toenails, Mother
says that that’s a sin but Father sticks up
for her, for Miss Hooker that is, and I
know it for a fact, I’ve seen it, I mean
them, I mean Miss Hooker’s toenails, sometimes
she takes off her shoes, do they call ‘em pumps,
while she’s sitting at her desk and going
on and on about some Bible story,
not that I mind ‘em, her stories I mean,
her toenails, neither, for that matter, I
guess I’m like Father in that way, I guess
Jesus and God would see things alike, not
painted toenails necessarily but
other stuff, they might disagree but still
claim each other for His own, like Father
and I do, would I mean, I mean if he
understood what the Hell I was talking
about, maybe when I’m older and nails,
toe- or finger-, are good places to start,
but anyway after class today I
told Miss Hooker that all we really know
(and I hope that God and Jesus don’t take
it too hard, ditto the Holy Ghost) is
birth and life and death and that maybe birth
and death are kinds of life as well, and as
for what happens before and after, be
-fore and after life I mean, who the Hell
can say with matter-of-factness unless
he can offer up some evidence to
cinch, or is it clinch, it? Or she? Poor
Miss Hooker, she sank into her chair, it
was the slowest fall I’ve ever seen, no
feather ever floated to the ground more
slowly and quietly and finally
and all led by her rear end, Miss Hooker’s
rear end, and you should’ve seen the look on
her face, it’s like that one they give you when
they know that you’re going to put them to
sleep, I mean old pets, you want to keep them
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alive but somehow it’s a mercy to
send ‘em back to meet their Maker, you put
them out of their misery like they say
–you take them upon yourself, their dying
anyway, after you shoot them or have
the vet put them away and then you learn
a little more about religion than
you knew before though maybe sometimes
a little bit less and so they balance
out like birth and death and as for life, well,
you hold it and it’s hotter than before
and even smoking. Let us pray, Gale, said
Miss Hooker after I laid down the law
or at least passed it along to her, not
that she didn’t already know it but
that she didn’t want to hear it again
and certainly not at church, she didn’t
say so but I sort of saw it in her
eyes and she wears glasses but that didn’t
stop me. Then to make her feel better I
asked her to marry me when I’m older
and she said to wait and see and if she
was still single that I’d have a shot and
when I looked as if my heart was breaking,
or is it were, she added If I’m in
a lousy marriage I’ll keep an open
mind, and when I looked up again and at
her she smiled like Mary must have when she
remembered that her helpless baby was
God. As if we could let her forget it.

Small
After Sunday School today I threw up
behind our portable classroom so no
one could see or hear me but Miss Hooker
did and came to the little round window
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and pushed it out, I didn’t know it would
open but sure enough she stuck her head
out and kind of downward and called Gale, Gale,
what’s the matter, Honey, have some bad break
-fast? so I looked up to answer but she
was gone and about two minutes later
she came around the end of the building,
of course there are two, two ends I mean, I
mean the east end but the way my head was
spinning, spinning, it might as well have been
the west but doesn’t it say in the Good
Book somewhere about the end and the be
-ginning and the Alpha and Omega
so maybe it doesn’t really matter
–Miss Hooker arrived as I was spitting
up the last of my breakfast, which was zilch
since I woke up late and was afraid to
miss Sunday School, God might get me for that,
Jesus and the Holy Ghost, too, and then
there’s Miss Hooker, who chewed me out last week
for being ten minutes tardy and made
me stay late to stack hymnbooks and dump trash.
Then she laid hands on me, well, the right hand
but then again it might’ve been her left
on the small of my back, that’s right above
my butt and below my actual back
and I shouldn’t say butt, that’s a dirty
word and you go to Hell for smuttiness
Miss Hooker says but anyway it felt
fair and so I did it to her, too, I
did it in return that is, that is when
I was standing tall again even though
I’m not, I’m only ten years old and small
for my age and she gave me a look that
meant if I hadn’t been upchucking then
she’d have slapped me if I’d been old enough
and then, right then, I wished I was and still
do, then maybe she’d know that I love her
and want to marry her one day and her
slap would’ve stunned her as well and she’d be
my gal from that moment on so much so
that her attention would last until I’m
old enough to marry her and to Hell
with a first date, sometimes first love is last
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and this is one of those times. I wanted
to kiss her but she’s too tall, even on
my tiptoes, not Miss Hooker on mine, ha ha,
that would be a Hell of a miracle.
Then I followed her into our classroom
and we sat together on two stools in
front of her desk below God-become-man
on the Cross behind her desk. Then she said
I’ll give you a ride home but I said, No
thank you, ma’am, I’ll walk there same as always.
Then she said, Well, I’ll walk with you and that’s
how I fell out of love with her. I said
I’m sorry, ma’am, but where I’m going you
cannot come. It’s almost like the Bible.

/
Miss Hooker’s my Sunday School teacher and
I love her loads but one day I’ll go to
Hell because I love her more than I do
God and/or Jesus and / or the Holy
Ghost and what that is blasphemy and
the hardest word I know, I’m only ten
years old but anyway when I die and
go to Heaven to be judged God will search
in the Book of Life for my name and I
might save Him some time but He’ll be thorough
and come up empty of me and then say
To the Lake of Eternal Fire with thee
or something cornball but I’ll beat Him to
a pulp–I mean to the punch–and have stepped
in that direction before His judgment
maybe just to get it over with or
teach Him a lesson, God’s eternal but
you’re never too old to learn no matter
that you’re really no age at all, don’t ask
how I know, I guess it’s a matter of
faith, and so I’ll burn forever for love
of Miss Hooker, too much love, maybe, love
of the wrong kind maybe, love for someone
who’s not God but try telling that to me,
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ha, and anyway, wasn’t it God Who
made Miss Hooker and so if I love His
creation, or one of ’em anyhow,
ain’t that a way of loving God, too, God
in the flesh or at least in a girdle?
Not that she wears one. But Mother does, I
can see it inside her dress if I look
hard enough but I try like Hell not to,
she’s already got a beau, that would be
Father and one day we may have to fight
over Miss Hooker, he and Mother don’t
usually come to church and he asks
me at the dinner table about her
but then Mother changes the subject and
Father chuckles and Mother says Father,
that’s enough, so he clears his throat and then
I say Someday Miss Hooker will be all
mine and Father says That’s our boy and then
Mother says She’s a little old for you
and I say Well, so’s God, and Father says
–practically shouts–Touché, Mother, and
that’s French and then Mother says No dessert
today, boys–sorry. But that’s all right, she’s
not truly sorry and my cavities
won’t miss it and Father’s teeth are phony.

Gale Acuff has had hundreds of poems published in a dozen countries and is
the author of three books of poetry. He has taught university English in the
US, China, and Palestine.
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POETRY

Don Thompson
Litany
Lord of abattoirs, of scars, of harmless vultures just doing their job; Lord
also of asbestos, of crocs in shadowed water, of wheels within wheels and
roadkill—Lord of all, hear us.
You know how we live, having visited us in the flesh (though not
biodegradable), having come down to us here in this cesspool of a
slaughterhouse.
Lord we beseech thee, offer us your chalice instead of the offal bucket, your
paten instead of a petri dish, Eucharist rather than microscope slides stained
with cancer cells.
Lord, let there be peace, peace of some sort. One uncontaminated cloud to
look up to, a breeze without its own agenda, a sunrise with no baggage—just
light. Light. Solace of pellucid light.

Shofars
No, not a foghorn—not this far inland.
And not a switch engine on the rusted siding, used so seldom weeds have
grown between the ties.
Nor a warning blast from the gravel pit out by the hills, shut down since the
last recession.
No matter what anyone says to debunk that ominous tone, it’s just what it
sounds like: Angels tuning up their shofars for the Apocalypse. The time has
come for the final conflict.
Overdue, if you ask me…
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These days not even angels can get along with each other. Some purists
insist on D flat; others sneer and sound an F just to make them crazy.
And if they settle that, like us they’ll find something else to argue about.

Seaweed
Seaweed moves with the languor of Pre-Raphaelite angels.
Let it teach you to float, insouciant in any storm, though fishing boats
founder and tramp steamers crack in half.
It drifts across the Bermuda Triangle untroubled, washing up on shore at last.
And if the sun shrivels it, so what? Or if flies converge on its stench.
Nothing sank it.

Don Thompson has been publishing poetry for over fifty years, including a
dozen or so books and chapbooks. For more info and links to publishers, visit
his website at www.don-e-thompson.com.
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POETRY

Pamela S. Wynn
Lazarus
The few allowed to mourn at the grave
leave dead to life alive to death
Corn fields blaze foxes run for cover
voices of the dead deafening
In the beginning there was time
so much time . . .
Someone should have warned us
that first hour
mineral human animal plant
—nothing in creation stands apart
Not the swan’s loud low-pitched trumpeting
in the distance the air full of wild cries
Not the eagle that combs the air with its claws
Nor lives crushed by the weight of crosses born of faith
while hedgehogs snuffle in fringes of uncut grass
and fireflies form a crown for your head

Eavesdropping at Christmas
on Matthew, Mark, Luke and John on a bridge between heaven and earth
conferring on the stories they’ve told of Jesus and his life on this orb of loam
Mark and John remain silent on the birth altogether. Matthew and Luke agree
on the characters Mary, Joseph, and the babe. And there’s that shining star.
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Here the two diverge.
With Matthew a star leads wise men (number unknown) to the babe in a house
bringing gifts of gold, frankincense and myrrh, who then foil King Herod’s evil plot.
Luke, born storyteller, knows a well-told tale rich in detail resonates best with both
head and heart so he gives us an overfilled inn and babe in bands of cloth in a
manger.
He adds to the cast Caesar Augustus, an angel of the Lord, an undetermined
number of shepherds, and a multitude of heavenly host to boot.
All four agree on the crux of the plethora of stories all told:
God makes a way out of no way and never wavers in an unfathomable love for us;
that God and humankind come face to face in many an unexpected place.

Epiphany
Snow falls on snow branches shagged with ice
Creation a tangle of brambles
A doe and buck sniff about elegant and easeful
Evergreens immortal stand straight and strong
Shepherd’s star shines splendid bright
Moon frozen spreads silver sheen
Shifting my weight twigs snap
Shatter the scene
Deer and buck bolt
Deep into wood
Where we burn weighted lives
Fallen stars white heat winter’s light

Significantly shaped by her childhood in North Carolina, Pamela S. Wynn
now lives in Minnesota. Author of Diamonds on the Back of a Snake (Laurel
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Poetry Collective, 2004) and co-editor of the anthology Body of Evidence
(Laurel Poetry Collective, 2012), her poems have appeared in numerous
publications including Sojourners Magazine, Christian Century, Spiritus: A
Journal of Christian Spirituality, Seminary Ridge Review and Arts: The Arts
in Religious and Theological Studies.
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POETRY

Anthony Butts
Rainbow Soldier
— Composed on World Pi Day of the Century

From dark numerals,
in the LED display of the Texas Instruments
scientific calculator I begged my parents to purchase
as a junior high student,
to incalculable faith found
along God’s Way:
the ground laying graveled,
the journey full of turns,
a heavenly multiplicity fills the hemisphere
of my mind with light both refracting and reflecting
through raindrops—a rainbow every day
I pray, a prayer answered
for each day of the first ten weeks
I’ve spent here in Winston-Salem. Of wisdom and love,
I arrived still seeking clarification to the answer
I had divined at age six
concerning my mission on earth;
well within the water droplet prism
of a lifetime of strife, I decided as a child
that I had volunteered for this mission
and had not been forced. I had imagined (then)
all the souls lined up and awaiting
our births into the bodies we’d wear
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as camouflage. The rainbow
projecting from my wet body
anyway, I then moved through life
determined to outperform:
to not just somehow survive
but to thrive. The first grader
who moved throughout that room
of wooden desks—with bewildered children sitting
as they tried to cast magic spells,
to somehow find correct answers
to the mathematical problems
before them—made numbers jump
off the page for others like black rain
in reverse, to have black ink springing
into striated light: right answers popping up into rainbows
all over the room as he moved in catawampus fashion
from row to wooded row, helping them to learn
because Jesus was leading his heart.
They placed me in classes
for the mentally challenged
and impossible to control,
a six-year sentence to only glow
on my own from grades two through eight.
At four in the morning, the sky chilled
and black as liquorice spirits, I saw it
as God made me think it:
that we are all on the same page
of the same book—letters no longer dark.
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Letters no longer crooked,
like strange guns in the hands
of aliens, I viewed a book of life opened
across the sky as I began to breathe.
Four decades
to see it, no hierarchy to belief—
for God’s reason my mind a kaleidoscope,
with conflict churned into the opposite of chaos
within the lights behind my eyelids.
I closed them on that frozen morning,
while opening my heart: the refrigerator door
of my chest no longer efficient
as winter air turned Siberian
around me—my body warmer
as ice cubes of grief dissipated. Grief cracked
like cheap Zirconia in the end. The Coke bottle
lenses of my youth were stronger,
as unbreakable as the spirit of my soul had been in wanting
to make over the world. When I feel safe, ignorance is still
the victim—my being now unlike a Swiss watch ticking,
prayerful wisdom and love driving a perpetual motion of belief.

How God Raised the Alarm
—Composed on the birthday of my father

Large founts of light
fill each of four
windows. Surrounding each set of panes,
strings of more yellow:
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illuminated blow-up vinyl
nativity scenes
laid out on the lawn
as if for Christmas
instead of COVID-19.
I feel timely
amidst prophecy.
I am not the man
for whom lessons
of history lay
like burning cellophane
on his rambling brain.
I could still bellow
like a ghetto pharaoh,
poised in gold
before glamour girls
lining the way to this day’s
sarcophagus. My inverted
pyramid ran from age six down
to this: dual apocalypse,
both internal and external—
to be finally made
human only
(amidst the ruins).
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The Victory
—How can metaphor follow miracle?

Crinkled autumnal leaves
atop artificial turf in the mental health detox
courtyard, like God atop science
or like my spine atop history,
Jesus brought me victory! As misshapen
as the “C” in Charlotte, the Lord straightened my back
first in Winston-Salem (then more so at a rehab in Louisiana).
Corn starch on my body parts
in the days before the Milwaukee brace
left me with a thirty-five degree curve,
in the days before Faith entered my life,
too meek to wish to see
the cloud of Belief encircling me—
my Holy Spirit released me
from a future of wheelchair wayfaring,
a lifetime of wandering and wondering abated.
Eleven eleven in my dream before waking
to eleven eleven in red numerals on the coffeemaker
in the night, my spine just as straight,
my Lord urging me to complete
the poem I’ve longed to write
for three years. Begun on a sunny
autumn day in the hospital
and finished as six inches
of snow lay scattered about the city,
I contemplate the meaning of poetic metaphor
in this group home knowing God’s Grace
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is greater. Symbol over simile:
dreams over caffeine: four decades in the making;
the toughest poems contain simple truths.
The six-year-old seeing into the future
saw light.

Anthony Butts is the author of Little Low Heaven (New Issues 2003), Winner
of the Poetry Society of America’s 2004 William Carlos William’s Award for
best book. He is also the nephew of Florence Ballard—former member of The
Supremes singing group before her suicide in 1976.
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POETRY

Riley Bounds
Commemoration.
The whole world
tried to find you
by cigarette
light.
The apologists tithed
for an argument,
the pastors
lined up
to get
their wool
sheared.
The priest looked up
and saw blood
on the crucifix
for the first time,
or is it tears?
You can’t leave now,
I’ve finally got
questions.
Did someone ride
with you
out there?
Was the lightning slick?
You shook
the eastern province
when they saw the star
falling up,
and the men
were thrown off
qibla
when the Kaaba
cracked.
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A boy found an old hymnal
on the back of the pew,
and it finally made sense
before his mother
told him
not to sing
at funerals.
Buddha dropped by
to let me know
it only felt like pain,
no one needs
a stomach
anyway.
They marked up
your books,
and I can’t help
feeling guilty
when I preach from them
on street corners.
If I see your wife
at the service,
I’ll remind her
that nobility
shares a house
with eternity,
and that you
were the
noblest
of all of
us.
In memory of Nabeel Qureshi.

Dusk Hymn.
In the space between
a risen and set sun
I see Him
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dance,
joyful in
the rift
of yesterday
and tomorrow.
Against
the equatorial plane,
I watch Him dance
with the sons
mothers forgot,
watch Him spin
with the girls
fathers lost,
watch Him step
with the untimely
ones
and raise
the little ones
in tiny
flight.
The light
and dusk
canvas Him,
and in
the great contrast
He never casts
a shadow.
In each pirouette
there’s a smile
for each
dancing partner,
special for
them,
innumerable as
the dust
clinging to a
mother horizon.
And in
the semicosmic
movement
He smiles
for me,
the smile
my father
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never could
and the smile
my mother
never gave
me.
He waves
me on.
I am
a dancer
now.
He waits
for me,
and for
the first
time,
I find
the feet
to walk.

Riley Bounds’ work has appeared in Ekstasis Magazine, Amethyst Review
(forthcoming), and Saccharine Poetry, among others. He earned a B.A. in
Creative Writing from the University of Central Oklahoma and is pursuing an
M.A. in Philosophy from Talbot School of Theology. He lives in La Mirada,
California.
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POETRY

Laura Lou Catherine
The Dead Sea is Not Dead to She
דער טויט ים איז ניט טויט
this sea sinks into itself;
Aviva’s serotonin level syncs itself to this sea.
she purses her lips to avoid bitterness.
Aviva now understands it completely:
this sea’s dire desire to be drowned, to be less.
if death comes, so be it; she’s not skittish,
yet to cloud-clear skies, she begins begging in Yiddish.
“salty sea, heal me; this is your last chance! please!”
Yeshua receives her plea, for it is real, see?
but Aviva, God has already vowed life to this area.
then scuba divers dove and found bacteria.
life, if only the scummy kind. the same life
found on the seashore floors of her
Mediterranean mind. drenched in dead
scrolls of waves, soaked in the world’s lowest point,
the unscrubbed currents of the girl’s brainwaves float;
this holy water begins to anoint.
now Aviva sees. once dead, this teal sea, like she,
will be revived to spring life for eternity.

פרילינג לעבן ֿפאַ ר אייביקייט

Laura Lou Catherine is a freshly graduated college student with special
interests in faith and science. She believes that these two subject matters do
not conflict as much as most people think and does her best to dovetail them
in her works to prove this point. She is working on a religious collection of
poetry, a scientific collection of poetry, and a novel.
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POETRY

John C. Mannone
Water
I owe my life
to water
I was made
of water
and salt
from earth
There was light
in the world
before it went
inside me
I am made
from the light
of stars and
everlasting water

John C. Mannone has recent poems in North Dakota Quarterly, Foreign
Literary Review, and Le Menteur. He was awarded a Jean Ritchie Fellowship
(2017) in Appalachian literature. He edits poetry for Abyss & Apex and other
journals. A retired university physics professor, John lives between Knoxville
and Chattanooga, Tennessee.
http://jcmannone.wordpress.com
https://www.facebook.com/jcmannone
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POETRY

Shera Hill
Mirthios, Crete: Easter 1986
Two young white goats followed us to the pension
where we met travelers from around the world,
prepared dinner in a communal kitchen
drank Retsina
the boy from Australia talked about AIDS
how he thought it would depopulate the planet—
Armageddon from a kiss
The next morning the young goats awaited
faithful companions as we walked the medieval mountain village
into a street so narrow, that with outstretched arms our fingers touched
the sheer lime-washed walls the goats scaled and
bounced between
crisscrossing each other like pinballs
crazy adolescent joy palpable
as wine drunk laughter, sunlit air
Straw effigies
an Easter tradition
the little priest’s
excitement as he told us,
“Come, come to the Easter service,
midnight, tonight”
Us at midnight
icy wind outside our pension’s thick walls
travel clock shining
our bed so warm, yet
“We can sleep the rest of our lives—but never this…
never this…”
Huddled outside with other travelers
we peered into the ancient church
golden glow incense-infused
standing room only with believers
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one candle flame passed between
until all held the fire
as they returned to their homes
lifting our eyes
we saw trails of light
wind down the hills
of mountainous Crete
straw effigies burning
Judas vanquished and
Christ rising from the ashes

Shera Hill grew up in California and has written short stories, poetry, and
novels, since she was a child. She recently retired as a library branch manager
and has published short fiction and poetry in such journals as the First Literary
Review – East, Everyday Fiction, and Ancient Paths Online.
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POETRY

MistyRose ™ Bosworth
QUE SERA
SEE HIS IMAGE
fragile crystal eyes
street people load bearing wall
God’s worn graffiti
YOUR TEMPLE
Following the line
My signature touched your face
But story was yours
HIS TEMPLE
Adam stretched out long
Fallen Sistine siesta
Wrinkled with crow’s feet
THIRD IN
Seth’s cross breed all fell
Adam and Eve begat well
The salvation tell
OPENING
Hands steeple fingers
I saw no temple therein
Unfolded palms turn
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MistyRose ™ poetry is published in 4 hard-cover anthology books at the
US Library of Congress and in academic journals. She is the only accepted
“Spoken Word Artist” in Oklahoma on Poets & Writer’s Directory
http://www.pw.org/content/mistyrose_ok. She was the Featured Guest
Poet in Houston in 2014
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fdxb0bvlqMg.
Other published poems:
https://www.facebook.com/mistyrose.ok?sk=notes_my_notes
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POETRY

Matthew Miller
The Swineherd Begins to Recognize the Demon
Luke 8
Squealing louder than a legion at battle, pigs spearhead
the descent. They sprint down fat, knuckling rifts;
splash against windspun sea. I am also running,
but not toward the drowning. Treading dead
grasses, rehearsing excuses. Dry tinder.
Before villagers sow autumn barley, they burn
this field, banish women and swine.
Mouthfuls of garlic and rituals of menstruation
keep the men away. They soon forget and turn
to work the earth. What is my worth
compared to their herd? Flesh feeds centurion
guts and pockets. If I boil pungent cloves in my tea,
if I bleed, will they fear me enough to leave?
But now the crowd has shouted that boat back to Galilee.
The graveyard is empty. I lost my master’s property;
the only place left is tombstones or caves, where they shackle
the wrists of failures, lepers, threats
to wobble their legion built on cliffs of our need.

Psalm of Lament
I
This morning I wanted to watch
for light to crest
the ridge, creating
shadows and
horizons. Instead,
distracting
diesel grumble.
Rusted pickups chaff
the silence. Cantankerous
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drivers flick hot
cigarettes into
cool roadside clay.
It’s so bent
and unraveling –
the stillness, the cracking
cab of the truck, the man
flipping off the stop
sign, cussing
the time on the dash.
If only, if only,
I could lift his eyes
to see the sun
glint above the hill’s pines
like a tree-topping star.
II
Could you come down here?
Lace up your black boots.
Stamp them into
the muddy path. Hike between
the river birch and
sycamore. Find the place
where water cascades
over smooth rocks and
rinses the creek in its foam,
where the cardinal
no longer pecks the glass
but sings from the fir
branch, where everything
seems at home.
Here, here,
the stream swirls again
and again.
Dip your hands in.

But We are Not Rudderless
Four freshly washed pilgrims,
criss cross applesauce, offering their scent
of baby shampoo like frankincense.
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I wipe water drops from the crest of their feet
and dip my chin onto folded hands. My kids are not still,
rocking sideways like canoes sprawled laissez faire
around the room, pajamaed in their underwear.
We open our Bible, its spine tearing like the rags of the prodigal.
Mimicking Rembrandt, we splay hands
on its ripped back, where it has been stripped
of its last revelation – Come, Lord Jesus.
My sons reflect upside down in the glossy page.
Most young men wander broad mountains and waves,
but pass by the vast compass of themselves without wonder.1
Distraction, simply picking a scab on the knee.
We thumb and flip and slam and kick
through the storybook. It whispers the name of the water,
the word eroding our narrow canyons,
current carrying us inward,
even as we rend the boat to pieces.

Matthew Miller teaches social studies, swings tennis rackets, and writes
poetry – all hoping to create a home. He pretends his classroom is a comfy
living room, filling it with garage-sale chairs. He lives beside a dilapidating
orchard, attempting to shape the dead trees into playhouses for his four boys.
You can see his poetry at https://mattleemiller.wixsite.com/poetry.

1

Augustine.
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POETRY

Jonathan Taylor
Hog Slaughter, Butchertown, KY
You could smell the death on the breeze
singed alive, pungent
but that was our only knowledge,
that and the rattling tractor trailer at 6:44am.
The whole earth reeked of the scent
late summer — fall creeping through the trees
The sort of decay you could revel in,
pack the stadiums, light the pyre
The birds knew too.
Zugunruhe they called it, German:
zug to move, migrate; unruhe to be restless anxious
or so they said.
While we partied away the dying embers of sunlight
the chickadees fretted, prepared,
the warblers fled,
and the flocks soared past deep in the night as if they knew better than to
frighten us.
While we worshiped at the altar of the slaughtered pig
the birds carried on the liturgy of the passing of time, as they always have—
if only we would have watched and listened.

Jonathan Taylor is a former middle school teacher turned upholsterer who
occasionally finds time to write. He enjoys finding beauty in the world no
matter what the source is.
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POETRY

Terri Martin Wilkins
Angles
The weight of loss infects my sight
No future hues remain.
I am sick to death of death.
Former things pass away
Burning desolate, unremembered,
A parched inferno fed by scorched memories
Turned unexpectedly toxic.
Yearning warped to stunned, implacable grief
Wrenched and wailing,
‘Eternal, eternal, irrevocable loss.’
The air is scalded, withering breath.
Vision, groping at the angles, fails.
Grace unfettered flickers on the margins
Glimpses of insistent mercy at the fringe,
Too shattered to step out
On the turbulent waters of the dance.
Curling, grasping, embedded tendrils inextricable from justice
Inexorably thrusting down down to judgmental spaces
Below the graves.
I am sick to death of death.
In the face of redemption accomplished
Humility may only stand awed. Silent.
And yet…
Wrecked and ruined, yearning flounders frantic, futile
Past the angles,
Gasping ever, always, from the margins,
Will mercy triumph?
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Path
When I was younger
Mercy was abundant
Wrong turns led through harsh realities
Then doubled back toward grace
Dawn was sung in praise of second chances
And love was enough.
Now I am old.
I wonder if mercy is sufficient
Nothing changes the past
No matter how bitter the regret.
Wisdom comes less from experience
Than from utter ruin.
I trudge along the path now
Weary
Mostly alone,
Fellow seekers gone ahead
Or turned aside to other paths
Or discovered to be frauds.
Struggling to see the vestiges of guideposts
Through weeping for the ones lost along the way.
Forgiven, but haunted.
Choking on grief that pushes
Against the foundation of my assumptions.
Believing by conscious choice.
Intentionally choosing faith.
Trusting by the skin of my teeth.

Joy
Insidious joy,
Frissons across my skin
Sighs songs of glory
Into the base of my spine
Deviously disturbs the heartbeat of my sorrow
With dubious delight.
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Grief tries to chase it down
Strangle stomp shout it down
Dominating commanding powerful
Punching poking pounding it down.
But it can’t be grasped or controlled.
It bubbles up through the seams
Effervescent, softening angles and edges
Persistent
Impertinent
Crying faintly as from a distant home,
Mercy outmaneuvers death,
And Grace is sufficient.

Terri Martin Wilkins is a follower of Jesus Christ, often failing but always
relying on grace. She writes from her experience, her pain, and her responses
to the world around her. She often struggles but continues to work on trusting
God in all things.
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POETRY

Terry Dawley
Fly to the Sun
I dreamed the sun commanded the flowers of the world to take flight and the
roses and lilies and irises and peonies and even the dandelions gathered their
petals together and, with a great shudder, unfurled like the wings of newborn
butterflies.
And then as one they gave a violent flutter, freeing themselves from their
earthbound tether, and the righteous fanning of their wings caused the temples
of man to topple and trees to tumble and mountains to tremble. Then the
flowers of the world swirled into a living rainbow so magnificent I fell to my
knees and I cried out loud, “My God! My God!” But my words could not be
heard over the thunderous choir of thrashing wings.
Then I watched as the living rainbow flew off toward the sun and the sun—a
brilliant flower if light—plucked itself from the stem of the earth, leaving it a
dark and colorless ball of dust. And I became one of the flowerless stems that
had been left behind and a crushing feeling of separation fell over me.
When I awoke from my slumber, the pillow on which I slept was wet with
tears that had leaked down my cheeks. And I knew I never wanted to feel that
terrible pain of separation again, nor to be left behind in a world so bleak of
color and light. And I felt that maybe if I let the light of the sun shine on the
dormant seed within, it would bloom into a beautiful flower, and, I too, could
fly to the sun.

Terry Dawley is a retired police officer from Erie, Pennsylvania. His work
has appeared in Pithead Chapel, The Cleveland Review, Mused BellaOline
Literary Journal, Soft Cartel, The Five-Two, and Law Enforcement Today.
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POETRY

Phyllis Hemann
DIVINE CONCERTO
The sun sings to us,
in a frequency
we cannot hear.
Flares of solar waves speed
light years between
the magnetic attraction
of sun speech
and the warmth
upon our ears.
Can you hear my song?
It calls to you
day and night.
A ballad of unceasing chords
formed from the universe
drumming notes
into the beats of hearts.
A rhythm heard as blood
circulates through bodies.
The wind sculpts an interlude
from our respiration —
in and out,
so delicately repetitive
eardrums can no longer
differentiate self
from natural hymn.
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Sing to me
I listen.

MASTERPIECE
My hands are as broken,
as the limbs of the fallen oak
in my backyard,
yet he gave them to me
for a purpose.
I remind myself
a masterpiece is never
about perfection
in the end, rather depth
of emotion, technique, dedication.
The artist builds upon a lifetime
of experiences, the sum
of existence.
My crippled fingers
can still comfort
if only with words,
when actions
become impossible.
Even when I no longer see
worth in the eyes
of a world that values
physicality as a virtue,
my brokenness
is beauty within
his shadow.
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PLAYING GOD
A psalm for my shadow
It’s 3 a.m. and my dog cases the house again.
Around and around he memorizes
every corner, each breath,
piece of furniture, cubbyhole,
clutter pile. He inspects all,
investigates every possibility before
pushing down a pile of books to read.
His mental map of this house
weighs him down.
Too much to protect
in so little time.
Go to sleep – I instruct.
He ignores me
obsessively. I contemplate
locking one of the doors
behind him or researching
why my dog is such a weirdo
online.
Does an answer exist; he seeks
one desperately on his own?
Love, loyalty, obligation –
what is it to drive him –
consumed with nothing more
than spending a life
corralling souls.

Phyllis Hemann writes and teaches in Arkansas. She holds a M.F.A. from
Antioch University Los Angeles and B.A.’s from the University of Arkansas
at Little Rock and St. Gregory’s University. Her work has appeared in
newspapers, journals and anthologies. She is the author of THE INVISIBLE
HEROINE (Finishing Line Press). Find her online at phyllishemann.com.
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POETRY

Carol L. Park
Being an Us
i.
I’ve pledged to screw lids tight, but when you grasp
the relish jar on top, it falls, glass shatters.
Pickle chunks slime like algae, filling channels
of the grout. Vinegar fumes your face.
I want to change.
Resolves don’t stick nor your advice.
“Close the fridge’s double doors so edges meet,”
but your words don’t cling
nor my Post-its to the plastic.
You find its doors ajar one morning.
You’re as sour as the milk.
Our economies diverge.
To you my complaints seem mere nebulous speculation.
“How can you tell I love our children more than you?”
You conceive the corporal—not fragility of the heart.
What you gave me fell, shattered, and slid afar.
Can we retrieve our tender talk and touch?
Divulging needs or shame,
eager to remove a sweetheart’s splinter?
ii.
Puzzled. Pushing
towards thirty years together, sheltered
by one roof—can this work?
I’m a Circle reaching outside boundaries
of your Square. I stretch and flex a changing ring
of rough brown rope, my lasso.
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You’re a given. No bending—
your lines don’t overlap,
but precisely meet, then halt.
Were I to draw my rope close round you
to hold you tight within coarse fibers,
would you grow to hate me?
Yet, if I slip the knot and order
my own soft borders to fit
within your set angles, collapse would follow.
iii.
With logic as motto and Spock your idol,
you hid in a cave from boyhood on,
secreted among stalagmites and bats.
In cryptograms and coding you crave solutions.
You rewire our kitchen,
yet our hearts spark little.
I pine for a match to kindle flame.
When my rage burst out, you burrowed in.
I took off solo to fit poles together, raise a tent,
lit a Coleman stove, weeping as I ate.
Though I can’t find the path,
mid dappled light and shadow, the damp silence,
mid dirt, ferns and soft yet rough redwood bark,
somehow trust in someone higher
surmounts our hurt. Contrition
and love combine. Hope re-kindles.
I toss my lasso and pull you in.
We see a counselor and, in her office,
I am sheltered, in here I can weep.
Though your horns again rip my flesh,
within her calm, for once you can see it.
The lantern’s circle also shines
on what I hid from myself.
Behind my hurt, hides envy.
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Behind my rage, fear and quaking.
How my need to call the shots,
sent you running to a secret spot.
We not You, I learn to say,
and to hear your panic in a medley of tones—
pitches I once passed over.
Our smiles loosen, our words tug close,
yet we keep our spelunking gloves and ropes.
Exploring untold caves and bridging chasms
fuels our mission, fires hope.

Carol loves exploring geographies, including the SF Bay Area, wilderness,
and Asian mazes. Her fiction has appeared in The East Bay Review, The
Harpoon Review, Birdland Journal, Shark Reef, Antarctica Journal and the
upcoming Red Wheelbarrow. The anthologies Irrational Fears and Fault
Zone: Strike Shift include her stories. Her MFA comes from Seattle Pacific
University.
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POETRY

Elder Gideon
I Professed
As bright as the names branding his clothes
My cheery peer of three classes saw my armor
Even challenged me to friendly debates
That escalated into eschatology
I even after said yes just to argue
With his youth group meeting
Where I sat in a church room armed & folded

The guest speaker seemed not much older
But stoic & only named Mary
Was petite but bad ass as Joan Jet
Black hair spilled to her waist
While she told of her past
The biker life running
Cartels & witchcraft
Then a physical angel
The air around her breathed
My gun wouldn’t load
Her eyes in mine said put it down
I suddenly wanted out of the funeral
What she possessed I professed

All the While Yahweh
Jeanne was a plush crone with a home-cooked soul
Whose matriarchal laughter silenced thunder
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Her hellos soon were hugs for which I reached
As a basement plant to a passing slant of light
After service conversations grew longer like my winter
I don’t want to be gay I’d say
She made ancient words new
By grace over greasy lunches
By grace between seat cracks
By grace around her fire opal eyes
By grace you’ve been saved through faith she’d say
Not of yourself
It is a gift of God
That no one may boast
By Grace behind Jeanne’s eyes dawned
Love aligned with mine
I’d someday come to know the house
Upon my basement walls dissolve
I could not tell if it was day or night
Within & all around how gnosis shines
Without source or horizon
Is the mirror judging nothing
Open
Clear before there’s color
As paper bathed in darkroom trays
So worlds emerge
From light behind
All the while Yahweh—
What Was
& Is & Shall Be—frees
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Die to Give
Thank you Steve & Jacky
for sanctuary
For letting him your crash your couch
while he wanted least to live
For harrowing his hell
with humor & hermeneutics
For being his family while losing his own
For preparing his heart for death
His mother with himself

Her bed lodged between swollen walls
Her eyes closed her mouth agape
Without a sound as stone
That is the body dead
His sinkhole broke
Down
He fell through electric veils
Unable to wake until
In empathy he saw
Her life through her eyes
Knew her regret as his own

Forgiveness is not a gift we give
Ourselves on earth as it is in heaven
Shine selves that die to give

Elder Gideon is very grateful to write to people of faith. His MFA thesis
“Aegis of Waves,” an intertextual weave of science, spirituality, and narratives
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his high school students live, will be published in 2021 by Wipf & Stock.
These three pieces come from his first chapbook “Our Kids Belong to No
One,” a personal essay in verse where he explores his own coming to faith and
out to himself with God.
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POETRY

Rp Verlaine
Her Great Faith
She tells me she has found hope in God’s grace.
The lamb’s blood is hers and hopes of rebirth
all past sins forgiven the day she faced
a life she despised and regained its worth.
Prayer her mantra now ends each new day
worship in the lord’s house she’ll seldom miss
clean now of liquor and drugs she’ll say
it was time and warns me of the Judas kiss.
Where vices and wickedness wear false smiles
to entrap and snare with the devil’s work
I’m free she says and you burdened by trials
can be saved too, she catches my faint smirk.
I kiss her face and hands and leave her be
her Bible in hand I now plan to read.

Rapture
She speaks of crystal meth as a live thing
that sucked her soul until it left her drained
ambling dazed past stop signs to endless sins
the troubled tailspin map of chasing pain.
High, feeling nothing through each savage turn
beatings from broken men short stints in jail
for minor crimes and cash that she burned
between revolving door rehabs she’d fail.
Jesus saved her she says now in tears
Recalling when she drove to a drug buy
misjudged a turn and to the river veered
heard a voice tell her she would not die
she escaped the car, the river and drugs
claims it no miracle, just God’s great love.
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Rp Verlaine lives and writes in New York City. He has an MFA in creative
writing from City College. He taught in New York Public schools for many
years. Now retired from teaching, he continues to write and do photography
in New York. His poetry has appeared in Atlas Poetica, The Linnet’s Wings,
Haikuniverse, Stardust Haiku, The Local Train, Proletaria, Scryptic,
Humankind Journal, Fractured Haiku, Under The Basho, Plum Tree Tavern,
Fresh Out Magazine, Prune Juice, Incense Dreams, Best Poetry, Blazevox,
Pikers Press.
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POETRY

O. Yemi Tubi
My Mother
“Her Children arise up, and call her blessed; her husband also, and he praiseth her. Many
daughters have done virtuously, but thou excellest them all.”
– Proverbs 31: 28-29

My Mother the colourful Rose
In our household
Emitting the aroma
Of love and care.
The sweat of her brow,
The nutrient of our youth.
Her nectar nourished
And nurtured our growth.
My Mother the busy Bee
Of our household.
Travelled far and near
Collecting nectar
For the care of the family
Proverbs 31 woman
She surpassed.
My Mother the aged Rose
Of the family
Baby now she became
In need of love and care.
We her petals, may we be
Her garments of warmth and care
In this her sunset years.
My Mother the aging Rose
Looking homewards bound.
Awaiting the call to glory
When her sun finally sets
The call to glory she capitulated
We her petals, Almighty God I plead
Enable us to bid her adieu
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With pomp and pageantry
A befitting honour due to her.

O. Yemi Tubi (MOYAT) was born in Yoruba Land in Nigeria, a citizen of
the United Kingdom. He is a provocative Artist. He uses his works to evoke
and provoke positive emotions. As a Christian, he uses his artwork, his poems
and his short stories to share his faith in God with the world. O. Yemi is a
member of the International Association of Visual Artists, Fine Art America,
the Society of All Artists, AERA – the Association Embracing Realistic Art
— Circle Foundation for the arts, WCA — World Citizen Artists — and
Langley Arts Council. Website: https://www.o-yemi-tubi.pixels.com
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POETRY

Rachel Hayes
Out of the Ark
His foot found land and his nose bled and Noah
felt dizzy with the elevation: he was
high above the waters still churning with sotted rotting dead,
removing the soil’s curse with their life-giving decomposition.
Today it was bright and the silence stopped his ears:
no more sinister applause of rain, no stirring.
No one.
He shivered with cold and fresh-minted
desolation. The volume of his barium task gathered
like vomit in his stomach: rename the animals, father a future history.
Later he would drink the delirious rot of grapes to forget
but now
Noah stared down the precipice
and wept.
A sudden flash —
dream colors made of light, spectrum phantoms on air!
Noah’s heart thudded a painful tattoo in time to the terror
of another unbearable miracle.
God set his bow in the heavens.
The sun bent the vapor to its rays.
Noah sank his knees but wonder lifted his head
at the bridge from the banks of
the brutal to the beautiful.

Dovetail
Noah perched
the dove on his limb,
her warm eager talons
etching marks in his skin.
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He flung her into the breath
of sky, the silver of her wings
glinting in the pick
of fierce fractalated sun.
She did not return to him though
his eyes longed for the sight of her shining.
He sighed he fathered he drank he died.
Never did she alight.
The people descended from Ararat to
Babel to Egypt to Israel and back.
Nobody was looking.
Crying slaving hoping praying
never knowing
they sought a bird
with the sun on its wings.
And then the man
waded into the Jordan,
submerging himself
in waters that
once destroyed a world,
a river whispering
echo pleas of the damned.
The rippled surface
cracked open elating: the thunderous plash
for which she’d been waiting.
Blurry high in the arc of sky
then swooping
her light bounced so
off the water
the squinting bystanders
could barely see
the dove
land
on
Jesus’
shoulder.

Rachel Hayes received her MFA from the Vermont College of Fine Arts. She
spends most of her time in the kitchen or driving around in her minivan,
singing badly. She lives in Austin, Texas with her husband, two daughters,
and very spoiled cat.
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POETRY

Bernard Pearson
A Good Life
I am now older
Than the breeze
Coming in from
The Sea of Galilee
My legs root me here
To the ground beneath
The reed roofed, porch.
My grandchildren
Hide in my beard like
Little birds
Then move through the
Grove of fig and date
I planted, once I was able to.
The little ones scribble
Their names in the sand,
Afresh each morning,
After the goats have trampled
Yesterday’s names under foot.
I think of him often as I sit
No longer at home in my town,
the town that wouldn’t help.
He died some time ago,
I was there
A thousand people
Stood in the Samarian mid-day sun
to say farewell.

BERNARD PEARSON: His work appears in many publications,
including; AestheticaMagazine, The Edinburgh Review, Crossways. In 2017 a
selection of his poetry ‘In Free Fall’ was published by Leaf by Leaf Press. In
2019 he won second prize in The Aurora Prize for Writing for his poem Manor
Farm.
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FICTION

Michael Cocchiarale
An Unfinished Prayer
When June opened the Bible, pages chattered in the wind. After much flipping
back and forth, she read at random, words far above like a plane with a sign at
the beach. She tried to light a candle, but the flame wouldn’t catch. While she
sang, his picture from the war slid off the casket. No matter. She went on, my
snappy little sister, who flew in so we could say there’d been a crowd. I was
the one who never got away. Screwed early, the proof with the sitter until three
that afternoon.
After, Sis sprang for burgers before speeding off. “Work tomorrow,” she said,
zipping her leather jacket. I almost said, “Must be nice.”
Before going back for the kid, I returned for another shot at closure. The tent
was gone. I kicked at crumbly dirt and thought, “ground meat.”
I put my hand gently on the casket, as if that might make up for times I wished
him dead. I knocked on wood. Empty, on my knees, I even tried a prayer: “Our
father, who loved us rarely, hollow be thy heart.”
“Still…” began my next line, but I drew a blank about where to go next.

Michael Cocchiarale is the author of the novel None of the Above
(Unsolicited, 2019) and two story collections – Here Is Ware (Fomite, 2018)
and Still Time (Fomite, 2012). His creative work appears online as well, in
journals such as Fictive Dream, Fiction Kitchen Berlin, Pithead Chapel, and
Atticus Review.
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FICTION

Shera Hill
God’s Day
Judy spotted him the minute he walked in. Young and beanpole lanky, he
reminded her of a storybook Viking with his long yellow hair and straggly
beard. Dressed like a combination hippie and beach town slacker, she felt sure
he’d knock over a display or topple the soup cans as he bumbled through the
tiny campground store. By the time he came to the counter she had him pegged
as one of the endless migrating surfer “college” students who roamed the
California coast every summer in search of the best waves, the best parties,
the best drugs. He probably had a third-hand van (either rusting or
outrageously painted) planted on one of the campsites, pup tent beside it or
maybe just a rolled-up mat and sleeping bag.
“How ‘ya doin?” he asked, revealing even white teeth.
She put on her best ‘old country gal’ grin and exaggerated her drawl. “Just
fine. How ‘bout you?”
“I’m doing great!” His smile stretched to take up his entire face. “God’s given
us this beautiful day—who wouldn’t feel blessed?”
Oh, oh.
A “born again” surfer “college” student, the most obnoxious of all the gypsy
kids who frequented their campground.
She rang up his purchases. Batteries, orange juice, and a package of disposable
diapers.
Diapers?
“You have a baby?”
Maybe it was her astonishment, but he blushed the way only young people
can, his whole face red, like a lantern suddenly switched on.
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“Sara,” he said, “our little girl. She’ll be a year-old tomorrow. We came here
to celebrate her birthday.”
“How nice.”
This meant he had a female counterpart in tow—a baby between them—and
she really didn’t care to hear about it. Judy flipped him his receipt.
He gave her a twenty. “Would you like to come?”
She looked up and met his eyes.
“What?”
“We’re having the birthday party on the beach tomorrow, about noon. We’re
inviting the whole campground. We’re going to sing, dance, and make a joyful
noise onto the Lord!”
He must belong to some cult, she thought, speaking all biblical this way. Like
an old fashion revival meeting, invite everyone and then preach at them to join
too. “So what?” Mama would have said. “Let’s go!”, and then she’d have
baked a couple pies and shown up.
Judy almost snickered, almost hooted, “I don’t think so!” But something about
the boy’s eyes stopped her. Maybe because they were soft robin’s egg blue,
like she’d first seen in Kentucky years ago when she was a little girl who loved
to climb trees and peer into nests come the early spring.
She handed him back his change. “You don’t want an old hillbilly like me at
your baby’s party.”
Again, that smile.
“Come on. We’re having a barbecue.”
She could just hang a sign “Closed for the Afternoon”. Being raised hard-shell
Baptist was like a vaccine again other preaching, anyway. What the Hell.
Okay, Mama, okay.
“Your baby need birthday cakes for her party?” she asked. “I can bring some
of those Little Debbie’s.”
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See Shera Hill’s biography—page 37.
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FICTION

Linda Lacy
Jazz
“Look! He’s standing behind our wall, gazing through the windows, peering
through the window!” Grandma Jazz yelled as she pointed her frail bent finger
towards the living room bay window.
I got up to look, even though I knew I wouldn’t find anyone or anything.
“Grandma, there’s no one. Don’t worry.”
Her shaded gray eyes were sparking with expectant hope, and her gaze never
left the window, “Come away…” she murmured softly, “Come away, my
lover….” It was no use; she would never give up.
She really wasn’t my grandmother, or anyone’s in the family for that matter.
When we kids were little, my mom was a single mother working at the hospital
in the laundry room. Every day she would eat her lunch out on the front lawn,
just to get away from the stench of crusted blood, reeking bodily fluids, and
the overwhelming bleach smell. And every day, a woman in her mid-60s
would walk by my mother and give her a shining smile, a chocolate-chip
cookie, and say “How beautiful you are, my darling! Oh, how beautiful!” This
went on for eight years, and then one day – no woman (now in her mid-70s)
walked by.
Mom thought perhaps the woman was sick or had moved away, but she missed
her cookies and her praise, so the next week during lunch, she went on a
search. She found her sitting on a bench by the bus stop staring blankly at the
sky. “Hello,” my mother began, “I’ve missed you!”
The woman turned to look at her, “Your voice is sweet, and your face is
lovely,” she said with a smile the color of love. As she tells it, my mother tried
to get the lady to tell her name, but never could. She ascertained that the
woman had been evicted, because she had what seemed to be her life’s
belongings in bags by her feet. My mother took her in, and for no apparent
reason, named her “Jazz.” That was 13 years ago.
I live at home…. again. I was seven when Grandma Jazz came to live with us,
and I left when I was 17, pregnant and full of audacity. Greg was my biology
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lab partner which morphed into another kind of biology partner. He was my
first, and before I told anyone about our relationship, Grandma Jazz somehow
knew. “Do not arouse or awaken love until it so desires,” she said with no
smile whatsoever. I had to look away from her flaccid face, her blue-gray eyes
filling with tears. She never made any sense to me, but we all felt connected
to her; it was like a direct line to the essence of love, an electrical current that
joined our whole family in one circuit. We never understood her, but we loved
her and would never disrespect her.
Three months into my afternoon rendezvous with Greg, I took a pregnancy
test and fell into a panic. This was not the way my life was supposed to work
out. I had a plan, and this wasn’t it, but I came to accept and love the embryo
hidden in my body. Greg did not. His family moved to Philadelphia (his little
sister informing me that it was probably because of the baby), and he was
gone. I decided this was the time for me to grow up and grow out, so I dropped
school, got a job and an apartment. The day I packed all my belongings,
Grandma Jazz shuffled into my room and sat on my bed, a gentle, soft air of
resignation and hope surrounding her. “Come, my darling; my beautiful one,
come with me,” she said with the slightest of smiles on her wrinkled face. She
always talked like this.
She led me into her little room at the end of the hallway and motioned for me
to sit on the antique chair upholstered with paisley in browns and blues and
streaks of red. As I sat quietly, she fumbled around in the cardboard boxes that
lined the side of her bed. A relieved sigh came tumbling out of her, and she
emerged with a crumpled old brown sack. Grandma Jazz slowly passed me
the gift as if it were jewels or gold or extremely breakable crystal. She couldn’t
contain her joyous smile, even though I saw the corners of her mouth tug to
protest. I took the bag and noticed immediately how heavy it was. Now I was
curious. As I opened it, an old-lady squeal escaped her mouth and she
squeezed her hands in front of her chest like an excited toddler. I laughed and
took out the gift – it was a wooden jewelry box in the shape of a heart; it had
what looked to be hand-carved decorative scrolling on it and it was painted a
pale pink. Even I, a young teen, could see that this wasn’t junk, it was
something rare and worthy.
“All beautiful you are, my darling; there is no flaw in you. You have stolen
my heart, my sister,” Grandma Jazz said mildly. I didn’t know what to say. I
set down the box and wrapped my arms around the slight, aging body. I felt
her bones as she shook with happiness. That was two years ago. I came home
after my baby was six months old, broke, jobless, little Jackson screaming
with colic, and a pink heart on my windowsill.
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As the years wore on, Grandma Jazz became more and more distant,
convinced that her lover was waiting for her, yearning for her, calling her to
him. Sometimes the conversations were quite passionate and intimate. “Have
you seen the one my heart loves?” she asked me one day as she sat on the
couch.
I was folding Jackson’s freshly laundered onesies and feet-jammies. “No, I
haven’t,” I humored her.
“Listen!” she said so suddenly and with force that I jumped. She had sat up
straight, muscles tense, eyes glued to the front door. “My lover is knocking;
my lover thrust his hand through the latch-opening; my heart began to pound
for him. I arose to open for my lover, and my hands dripped with perfume, my
fingers with flowing perfume, on the handles of the lock. I opened for my
lover, but my lover had left; he was gone. My heart sank at his departure. I
looked for him but did not find him. I called him but he did not answer. Tell
him I am faint with love.” She slumped back into the folds of the couch, a
single tear slipping down the crevices of her face.
“I will Grandma,” I said with concern, “I promise, I will.” Her eyes closed and
within a few minutes her breathing signaled sleep. Who was this “lover” she
spoke of? She must have been fantastically in love in her younger days. Was
he still alive? Was he even a real person or a figment of her imagination?
Grandma Jazz began to fidget in her sleep, one hand reached for the air in front
of her, “You have stolen my heart….my heart.” Real or not, I wanted that kind
of love – and then Jackson drew me away with his hungry cries.
Everyday necessities and details have a way of putting the most important
things on hold. We put so much thought into what article of fabric to put on
our body, making sure the hair on our head lays an exact way to draw attention,
or to not draw too much attention. We fill up our vehicles with fuel, wash said
vehicles, clean our dwellings, wipe runny noses, plan parties at Chuck E.
Cheese, run on treadmills that go nowhere, and work at jobs we hate and have
no meaning. At the end of our days, we hopefully have a structure over our
heads to keep us from the rain and some kind of food substance to last us
another week or so. Spiritual connection, or even family connection, appears
to be on the bottom of our to-do list.
And so, Jackson grew. Grandma Jazz became his favorite person and toy. At
two years of age, he could lead her anywhere around the house, her polyester
dress sweeping the hallway walls and matching his chubby steps. She sang to
him, played wordless games with him, and held him when I didn’t have the
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energy. Her love seemed boundless and unconditional – even with the rest of
us. Forgiveness was so simple for her, trust was implicitly implied, kindness
a given, and her chocolate chip cookies were a staple. We could not imagine
life without Grandma Jazz.
It was spring, and I had taken Grandma and Jackson out to the backyard. I
wrapped the two of them like a huge burrito on the porch-swing and I sat in
the old rusty lawn chair. She looked at me, smiling as usual, and sighed, “See!
The winter is past; the rains are over and gone. Flowers appear on the earth;
the season of singing has come, the cooing of doves is heard in our land. The
blossoming vines spread their fragrance.” She was swinging her eyes between
me and Jackson, almost laughing, and I for once understood the message
underneath some of her words. I had been through a personal winter, but the
good days were coming. I breathed in the cold clean air and let out all the pentup, stale problems. I felt empowered and alive. She smiled.
“Grandma,” I asked, “who is this man you always talk about? I want to meet
this guy!” I was teasing her, yet she didn’t let on.
Her eyes took on that glazed-over appearance, and she began the longest set
of words I’d ever heard her say, “His head is purest gold; his hair is wavy and
black as a raven. His eyes are like doves by the water streams, washed in milk,
mounted like jewels. His cheeks are like beds of spice yielding perfume. His
lips are like lilies dripping with perfume. His arms are rods of gold set with
green gemstones. His body is like polished ivory decorated with sapphires.
His legs are pillars of marble set on bases of pure gold. His mouth is sweetness
itself; he is altogether lovely. This is my lover, this my friend, I am my lover’s
and my lover is mine.”
We sat in silence for a while, Jackson dozing off in the comfort of Grandma
Jazz’s secure old bones, and the dull spring sun rose high enough to finally
shine, giving us that delicious first baptism of warmth on our bodies. “Let my
lover come into his garden and taste its choice fruits,” she started up again,
“Let him kiss me with the kisses of his mouth– for his love is more delightful
than wine, the fragrance of his breath like apples, and his mouth like the best
wine. May the wine go straight to my lover, flowing gently over lips and teeth.
Milk and honey are under his tongue. I belong to my lover, and his desire is
for me. His left arm is under my head and his right arm embraces me. My
lover is to me a sachet of perfume resting between my breasts. Thus, I have
become in his eyes like one bringing contentment.” Her eyes were blue again,
the mist of aging had cleared momentarily, and she saw her lover – he was
there – but I wasn’t privy to the union. I didn’t dare move; this was holy.
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The sun moved behind our old cedar tree, and the backyard turned icy and
dark. Jackson rustled and whimpered as the fog crept back into Grandma’s
eyes again. She smiled her creased and patient smile and tried to lift my child
– I intervened and helped them both back into the warm house. She moved a
little slower, and I remember feeling a twinge of worry, but then Jackson was
trying to climb onto the shelf, and the tyranny of the details took over.
Gently, so gently, I fell in love. He was a friend of a friend, a guy I’d never
noticed, not my type, and he wouldn’t stop pestering me. He pursued me and
treated me with kindness and respect – I really didn’t know what to do with
that. Grant was tall and nerdy, went to church, and worked at the locallyowned grocery co-op. He was nothing exciting, but there was a smoldering
spark in my heart that slowly caught fire. I began to crave his presence, not
imagining life without him. Jackson climbed all over him and began to prefer
Grant to Grandma Jazz. She only smiled at the three of us and said, “How
delightful is your love; you are a garden fountain, a well of flowing water
streaming down,” obviously happy with our choice of each other. It felt right.
He drug me to church. And that felt right.
And so, as Grandma Jazz weakened with every day, hardly making it out of
bed to sit in the living room and stare at the front door, our wedding day
approached. She was too frail to make it to the ceremony, but as I entered the
room dressed in my simple white gown, she proclaimed, “Who is this that
appears like the dawn, fair as the moon, bright as the sun, majestic as the stars
in procession? How beautiful you are and how pleasing, O love.” The words
were raspy and tired but charged with the everlasting love she contained.
Jackson jumped up and down in his little ring-bearer suit chanting, “Yo eyes
are wike doves, yo eyes are wike doves!” the mimicked words of his beloved
Grandma Jazz. She motioned for me to sit in the old rocker next to her, and
Jackson hopped off to find my mom. Grandma extended her papery thin hands
to me, her wrists painfully purple from blood clots and wear. She drew my
hand to her chest, and I could feel the dim heartbeat deep within her being.
“Place me like a seal over your heart,” she said passionately, “like a seal on
your arm; for love is as strong as death, its jealousy unyielding as the grave. It
burns like blazing fire, like a mighty flame. Many waters cannot quench love;
rivers cannot wash it away. If one were to give all the wealth of his house for
love, it would be utterly scorned.”
I gazed into her eyes, trying to gather the pieces of this moment, and simply
said, “I will Grandma, I promise.” She let go of her grip and looked down. “I
love you,” I whispered, almost ashamed I hadn’t said it more over the years,
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“I love you.” She smiled and handed me a chocolate chip cookie from the plate
on her right side.
As I gathered Jackson up into my arms and made my way to the garage,
Grandma Jazz yelled forcefully, “Listen! My lover! Look! Here he comes,
leaping across the mountains, bounding over the hills.” Her eyes were bright
sky blue, face smiling and open, anticipating. “Come away, my lover,” she
said to him, “and be like a gazelle or like a young stag on the spice-laden
mountains.”
I softly shut the door, climbed in the car, and drove to the church as Jackson
sang, “He taken me to ‘is banqeting table, ‘is banna ova me is love, he taken
me to ‘is banqeting table, ‘is banna ova me is love!”
We never saw Grandma Jazz again.

Linda Lacy is a short story writer from Oregon. She has worked at a homeless
shelter and now a men’s prison for many years. Her work mirrors these career
and heart paths. Linda adores hiking, art, permaculture, and her four children
of varying beliefs. Her cat, Luna, is an assassin.
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NONFICTION

Abigail J. Allen
The Woman at the Well
The week after, I hiked along a river and sat in front of a waterfall while
strangers ate lunch. They each packed sandwiches (not in aluminum foil –but
I imagined they did and then made them into alien creatures to float down.) It
felt like we were worshiping. I half-expected Jesus to resurrect in the water.
To climb, baptizing, from the churlish water-ruck.
The waterfall sloped down a helix of rocks, foaming out in velvety eddies that
disappeared in hidden crevices just to appear in the warm green water a
hundred yards later. It was odd, it seemed terminal. I liked to watch the ferns
inside the clefts of rock; they beat unrhythmically with the water. Staring at
the pounding drips, the all-consuming nature of water, I wanted to be a sponge
to drink it all in and then vanish with it. What is it about human nature that
makes us so hungry? I am always infinitely hungry. The moss-covered inches
of the place sweetened the air like a jungle. I think it’d all be more beautiful
in a storm. I think I’d come again when the skies are torn open and the earth
is drenched, to stand and stare at the water and the darkening rock. Waterfalls
are such an invitation.
I was sweating, and I wished I could peel away my skin with my clothes. I
think I was wearing a new shirt; it would have a ring of sweat around the edge
when I changed later, but I sweat at work so much that I don’t really care
anymore. (Have I mentioned I’m blonde now? I’ve never thought of myself
as a blonde. I feel like the shower-Psycho-lady. There’s a ring around my head
where the bleach didn’t catch. I hope strangers think the halo is intentional.) I
wanted to hold open my shirt, unzip my skin and let the water drown me
unconscious. Maybe it’s just me that wants to be consumed. Maybe? I don’t
think we’re altogether that unique, not really.
But the thing better than the waterfall—the family of four with the black lab
puppy. The little girl with curly shoots of hair and head-to-fro pink. Who had
smiled at me and said hello, who got her feet wet, who grinned at me in her
daddy’s arms. She’s got a shimmer in her. I wanted her to comprehend it, but
I didn’t know her and she wouldn’t understand it. Don’t lose your shimmer,
girl! Don’t stop saying hello. Let the ends of your curls turn wet with
waterfalls, always. You are more than your biology—you are a floodgate of
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life. She started putting the rocks in a row; she lines them up because she
knows she can build with her hands. I prayed for her on the way home.
Others were arriving to the baptism. Couples, friend-pairs, dogs and little
families. (When they smile at me, do you think they know that I look at
scissors and guardrails differently sometimes? Do you think they know what
I thought about that Sunday?) A man seemed too old to be a boyfriend to the
woman, but maybe she’s got wrinkles beneath her sunglasses. Maybe they’re
just in love. I watched the middle-school boy climb down the rocks
precariously. I was seven feet from him, perched in a cleft of rock; if I leapt
down I could catch him if he slipped. I felt my heart pounding; I didn’t even
know the kid but he had to make it down safely. His mom was there. His dad
was smiling. The boy put his feet to the slick moss and I leaned forward,
praying, praying. He finally decided to sit down and scoot himself off and I
only leaned back an inch.
Nature isn’t vain like us. We have to be seen to feel beautiful, but nature just
is. She is, and she already knows. At the top the waterfall dripping like
diamonds, like endless silver strands, hair-thin, dewy with sun. She’s an
empress.
I hate the word depression–I prefer the word devoured. I want it gone but I
don’t think he’s going to take it from me. He uses the darkness for his own
purpose now—he keeps the space sacred for himself. We talk about it all, we
weep together. In the times I cannot handle the pain he brings me comfort in
small, bittersweet ways: peaches, new books, delicate silence, a scissoring of
Psalms. Poetry. God-comfort is the hardest comfort because it isn’t superficial,
and I always crave the counterfeit. I want false comfort; I want the comfort of
myself. He just gives me food and himself. Make a cup of tea. Go for a walk.
Drink water. It’s not until everything else dies in the dark that I can see him
like this, and I realize my soul is only soul with him.
I am so much like the woman at the well in the Gospel of John; so much that
when I stand before a waterfall, I crave it, I crave the dead-leap, the fleshplunge. I want my God in gallons and he gives himself in cups to me. (Though
perhaps I am wrong about this—yes, I know I am wrong. A cup of him is a
cup of the universe.)
But God is God of things. He’s God of stuff: He is the God of Winter. He is
the God of Water. He has command over my body, he has the clay in his fist.
He takes it up to mold—and he first adds water. Enough to make the clay soft
and workable again. I yearn for so much. I fall into darkness to find it, and
sometimes I just fall. But he has this way with him? This way of bringing me
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into a disastrous joy? A joy that does not end pain but dives into it, soaking,
and whispers even beneath the waves, “I am still always more.”
I stood on the rock and inched over the wet beam. The boy in the orange shorts
was braving the onslaught of water and screaming about seeing a rainbow. I
looked down into the echoes of pour, into the swarming drink-beds. In the
greenlight of New York summer sweat, down deep into the inching waterfalltide, I saw the glimmer of the sun punch up from the spray and foam and
water-flecks in colored sweeps. I thought only of God, I thought only of God.

Abigail J. Allen is a writer and poet from Upstate New York. She has had

both poetry and prose published over the years in a number of
magazines, including Inklings, Straylight Literary, etc. In 2020 she was
awarded with the Individual Artist Fellowship in Poetry from the Delaware
Valley Arts Alliance. Abigail is a deep lover of fairy tales, asking questions,
and finding cool bugs.
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NONFICTION

Hope Johnson
Resurrection
The old woman stands in white-haired waiting, feathery snow landing on a
ragged jacket the color of dry earth. Her only entreaty is the sign of the cross,
two fingers and thumb pursed, painting brushstrokes of blessing in the air. She
holds a glass jar, ready for change. A ruble? A kopeck?
No ruble, no kopeck. I ignore her because though she is beautiful, she isn’t
real. She is only an ornament on this perpetual trek, along with the pastel
buildings and the tattered Orthodox church and the statue of Lenin that
watches me, hawkish, as I pass. In order to stay sane, I must deny reality.
Because this Russia is not the Russia I knew—the one where I ran through the
forest in ecstasy ten years before, the first inkling of all that was more, so much
more bubbling, searching, blossoming. At twelve, I hadn’t wanted to serve in
that former Soviet youth camp. But I trusted and jumped when untrained,
faithful ears heard His whisper. When the whisper widened into song, He
reached into my chest, took his finger, and engraved the name of these people
deep and bloody into ready tissue —a holy tattoo, irreversible and sure.
I bounded back four times, each one enlarging my joy as the consonantal
waltzes of the language danced grooves into my tongue and the friendships
multiplied, each laughing adventure and easy silence echoing the original,
unexpected song.
I’ve returned again, this time as an English teacher. They’ve placed me in
Yelabuga, a small city in the Republic of Tatarstan, the crossroads of Islam
and Orthodoxy. The city prides itself in its religious tolerance, its millennium
long history, and in being the place the poet Marina Tsvetaeva breathed her
last. Yelabuga sings a song too, but it’s a mournful one, an ever-broadening
groan. No one notices except the outsiders. The city is beautiful, yes, with its
emerald-topped mosque, the log houses with colorful, embellished shutters
and the faithful sunset that frames the Orthodox church at dusk. But the beauty
only sharpens the darkness, a darkness so heavy it can only be described as
spiritual. No religious tolerance or smiling tour guide can disguise that this
city is a trickling wound, a city of death. When I arrive, I don’t understand it,
but I know it. Jack, a teacher placed in Tatarstan’s capital, knows it too. When
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he comes to my city, shivering, he tries to describe it. The only words he finds
are, “Yelabuga is the realest place on earth.”
But this white-haired woman making the sign of the cross in Lenin Square,
the guttural refrain of the muezzin that follows me everywhere, they can’t be
real. They must be Dostoevsky—spinning tales of hysterical women and an
axe murderer and a holy fool. I always read him to know I’m not alone.
Because here, I feel very alone. But Dostoevsky was too—he trekked through
the snow, shackled, years of daily death before the fruit emerged and ripened.
His gravestone is etched with the words of Christ, “Truly, truly, I tell you,
unless a kernel of wheat falls to the ground and dies, it remains only a single
seed. But if it dies, it produces many seeds.”
Being a foreigner here is a sort of death. I slip on the American smile and
answer questions about my faraway land, a beaming encyclopedia on display.
The smile is real, but it is only the outer shell; they cannot see that I am alone,
that I didn’t expect this sadness, that their city is a death in my story. Every
evening after I teach in the castle with the cupolas, I float, invisible, down the
stairs, painted the orange and green of the Tatarstani flag, and drift to my
nightly grave, a Soviet era kommunalka, paint peeling, with a blown out light
and rusty space heater. I climb into the bed that crunches with the dirt and
dregs of the years and close my eyes. Another kernel falling, dying, waiting
beneath the suffocating snow.
I wake, but how? The heart beats, the lungs fill. He’s breathed His life into
me, another resurrection.
I came because these people were a poem, but now, I imagine my doughy
muscles growing taut, propelling me off and away. When I escape, these
memories will be but the smoke from a bonfire, a primal fragrance stretching
to the sky, diffusing into insignificance. The limber ghost will haunt, but only
in whispers.
I came to Yelabuga willingly, but Marina Tsvetaeva didn’t. The poet lived
when Stalin purged his faithful followers with random consistency, always
cleansing the palate, unbothered that each fake trial and bogus accusation
extinguished lives. Her husband and daughter were Stalin’s loyal servants, but
the secret police had taken them and her letter to the dictator hadn’t helped.
She and her teenage son evacuated Moscow in the August of 1941 and when
Marina found herself in Yelabuga, she reacted much as I had; as soon as she
settled in a room with a curtain for a door, she wanted out. Because this Russia
was not the Russia she knew. To Tsvetaeva, Yelabuga was the end of hope.
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Less than two weeks after she arrived, she penned a note, found a rope and
became a museum.
On my way to the university, I walk past her suicide haunt. It’s comically
horrific how proud the Yelabugans seem of her short stay, avoiding the
thought that after years of endurance, it was there, in their little town that she’d
lost hope. With her short hair, flipped outward, Roman nose and tired eyes,
she is now a statue. It seems she always was; the townspeople who remember
her in her last days say her face was like stone.
As I walk past, I recite Yesenin’s lines about the blue blizzard that cries like a
gypsy violin. In the poem, the thirty-year old is looking on life as something
that has long been over. The reader has hope, but he doesn’t. In 1925, three
months after writing the poem, Yesenin committed suicide, hanging himself
after writing his last lines with the ink of slit wrists. As the stories of death
layer, my back threatens to buckle from their weight. But still, I know I am
different. I am not like Tsvetaeva; I am not like Yesenin. Even in my
hopelessness there is hope, a hope beyond all hope that grasps me fiercely
even when I let go.
I escape from Yelabuga for American Thanksgiving, visiting Jack in his city
with Molly, Kristen, and Nate, three other teachers scattered around Tatarstan.
My laugh builds from the inside out—I am no longer alone. While walking
from the metro to Jack’s dorm, we find a doll resting atop the snowy street,
curly blonde hair framing an expressionless face. We leave it there, for surely
someone will notice it, pick it up and discard it. There is no way she will last
through the winter.
Because many things don’t last through the winter in Tatarstan, like the
muscular golden mutt that emerges, slowly, through the cakey blanket of snow
that I walk atop. The dog’s tawny hairs sprout through the snow like grass. As
the snow recedes, it reveals a perfectly formed head, untouched by rot, and
finally, in April, the entire mummy. The dead dogs pop up everywhere through
the snow, and Molly and I make it a game to see who can find more in our
cities.
The white-haired woman on Lenin Square with the serene face, she must have
been a little girl when Tsvetaeva ended it. Had she seen Marina’s stone face
at the market? She certainly must have heard the whispered rumors when the
poet was found dead. What other deaths had she lived through—the five-year
plans and the hunger, the fall of the union and the wild nineties? Had her father
died in the Great Patriotic War? Had her mother found her a husband whose
face soon turned sallow from drink and left her bearing her world and her
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children alone? What had given her the grace to choose life, to steadily make
the sign of the cross when so many before her had chosen death?
When the snow melts in Jack’s city, he laughs when he sees what has surfaced.
The doll looks at him with the same blankness of the past November.
Somehow, she has emerged whole, not discarded by a passerby or dissolved
by the Tatarstani snow, but preserved.
Summer has come, and I stand on a cliff near the Devil’s Tower, the ancient
edifice that overlooks the town. The view from the hilltop and the tower’s
mysterious lore have drawn me more than once to offer up my heaviness, but
in this final pilgrimage, I am happy. As I eye the land I’ll soon depart, soft rain
meets my face and I give my gentle goodbye. I want to go home, oh, how I
want to go home. But in this moment, fullness of joy is feet planted firmly on
this Russian earth, eyes drinking deep of the city before me. I am glad I died
here, because for every death I’ve died in Yelabuga, I’ve woken into new life.
With each final gasp, I learned to submit as a living sacrifice. And ever
faithful, He resurrected me with holy breath, new every morning.

Hope Johnson is a writer in Upstate New York who loves to explore the
intersection of classic Russian literature and modern-day faith. She is a
member of the Redbud Writers Guild and has been published in Windhover:
A Journal of Christian Literature, Red Tent Living, and Just Between Us,
among others. She writes at hopeunyielding.com.
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NONFICTION

MistyRose ™ Bosworth
Holy Wisdom Emptied
I entered the domed museum, Hagia Sophia, hoping to be inspired of its
namesake, ‘Holy Wisdom.’ It was originally a Christian church built in
Constantinople before the city was renamed Istanbul.
Holy Wisdom was the largest church in the world and its circle of windows
were meant to symbolize unity. But this grand worship space overflowing with
its diversity of people looked vacant to me. A naive reaction could have
glamorized an appearance of peaceful harmony among Islam and Christianity
now sharing the same hollow space. However, its surface carried a
meaningless veneer of wax.
The evidence was preserved of ideas imposed and rejected in turn.
Seeking holy wisdom, I searched for the ambo where the silver-tongued St.
John Chrysostom, that Greek Doctor of the Church, had preached the word of
God. From afar, I noticed it outside where it was unprotected from the winds
of change and nature. A guard blocked access into the unmarked area of
discarded relics removed from Hagia Sophia by the government.
Now, the inside of the church dome above the tourists’ heads was filled with
scaffolding to prop the emptied structure.
Half a dozen double-storied sayings of Mohammad hung on disks in mid-air.
They had been made from wet hides stretched larger than the building doors
and then dried until they were too stiff to be cut by the weapons of that time.
A government guide explained that the intention was in defiance to any other
occupants. The church was precious to the Christians who had originally
raised it in the past. As a popular attraction, the edifice would matter in the
future to a later secular state. These interim religious icons were preserved
hides designed to last until the end of time. They could only be destroyed by
burning the valuable building. My own mind was on fire in contention with
the meaning I was seeking in this place.
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My lifted eyes noticed the worldly marks of those who had been seeking
conversion. There was a latter-day Christian cross painted over an Islamic
matted surface that coated a hidden Medieval Christian mosaic. The experts
said the mosaic camouflaged an iconoclast’s destructive mortar that had
defaced an earlier Christian fresco. All these layers of dispute concurrently
resided on a side chapel’s ceiling within this officially non-religious museum.
These coverings were disguises that did not erase the differences that
prevailed.
The longest line in this place named Holy Wisdom was to experience a popular
superstition of no religion. Each visitor seeking wisdom’s good fortune
twisted a thumb in a hole in a marble support post. Each corrosive turn had
worn down a dent that might have been kicked by an Emperor’s horse. This
superficial myth of futile luck made its own eroding mark. The marble had
been donated from every Christian nation to establish these first columns that
sheltered their united faith. The government guide moved on, while empty
hands still reached for some postmodern wisdom.
Secularism maintained by the auspices of the state was the latest claim of
wisdom to cast its pall within this shaken dome that was built to its purpose.
The environment was distorted beyond the visible buckling of the arches and
load-bearing floors surrounding the once-sacred dominion. The compass for
Islam was off-center to the central Catholic altar, so even the former worship
areas were physically displaced. But there were no carpets or pews because
government edict had voided either form of reverence.
Stained glass windows of unity reflected a confusion of skin colors across the
barren waxed floors. Holy Wisdom was not clear in the reflections of this
secular world.

See MistyRose ™ Bosworth’s biography— page 39.
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NONFICTION

Amy Nicholson
On the Floor
I nearly trip over the guitar and the tubes of paint and the piles of clothes and
the cords running like river tributaries on a map on my way to the bed to wake
him up. I almost twist my ankle getting there. Is it my job anyway? He’s old
enough. He shouldn’t need me to wake him every morning. Isn’t that the alarm
clock I hear blasting on the shelf? How can I hear it from the next room and
he not hear it five feet away? So I snap, and he mumbles amidst the piles of
curly hair. As I trudge away, I realize the guitar, which had been a Christmas
gift, is dismantled. I sigh, shake my head, and find my way to the sanctuary of
the laptop.
I find an email from the prayer chain. A little boy is in the hospital. A little
one we know. The news is a bolt right to the heart. Time stops and sounds
hush as the spotlight of my attention comes down around this little one in the
photo on the screen, baseball cap over his cropped hair, big grin. In the days
to come that smile may fade a little as fatigue overtakes him from all the tests
and treatments to get the white blood cell count down and his platelets and his
strength back up. In the next photo, there’s Mom and Dad. Dad wears a paper
gown and a hair net, protecting his son from his germs. Mom’s wearing a big
smile. I search her eyes for exhaustion and fear. I don’t see their traces. Yet.
It’s only the first day of treatment. I wonder how she’s holding it together so
well. I would be in pieces on the floor.
This mom, she’s a friend of mine. She was the one who prayed with me that
day in the store. We were both there to buy food, but I had received heartshaking news and walked the aisles like a zombie grabbing boxes and cans of
who knows what and dropping them into the cart, going through the motions.
My head and my heart elsewhere. And then I came around the last aisle and
there she was, this mom with her little pigtailed girl in tow. Are you all right?
she asked. I’m sure it showed on my face. That it had been the longest
shopping trip. That it was about to be a very long year. No, I’m not. And there
it was. My feelings all spilled out in the aisle in the grocery store. Clean up in
aisle 7. She hugged me right there in the store as she prayed for me. Right
there in the store. My brokenness and the gift of her attention, her intentional
blessing washing over the cracks in the tender armor of my mother’s heart.
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And now there she is in this photo with her little boy and her husband, trying
to hold it together, holding onto each other and more little ones at home and
their faith in divine promises. My heart goes out across space and time, trying
to touch hearts that are hurting as mine once did and does again in sharing
their pain. The only way to hold her from here is supernaturally, hands folded,
knees on the floor amidst the clutter of dashed dreams, or were they merely
expectations?
I
widen
that spotlight of my attention out to those on my immediate stage left and stage
right. Starting with the one upstairs who dismantled the Christmas guitar.
A couple days later I went to check on the status of my son’s room. It was still
a mess, but my guy had reassembled the guitar. Before he did, though, he
added his own flourish, his own color. That sweet boy in the hospital likes to
play ball, my special guy makes art. I’m glad I had retreated to my office that
day instead of blowing up about the clutter. It gave me a moment to breathe,
regroup, and remember my priorities. Even with the tubes of paint scattered
on the floor and the paint stains on his good pants, the mess doesn’t seem so
messy. At least that mop of hair is still resting on the pillow in his own bed.
He’s here. Why does it sometimes take a crisis in order for me to appreciate
the very fact that my children are even present with me here in this life?
This precious family on my screen–the one I’m praying for–they remind me
not to sweat the small stuff. Amidst earthly plans now sanctioned to a corner
somewhere and tubes carrying the good stuff in and the bad stuff out, prayers
going up and challenges coming down, it may look like a mess, but sometimes
clarity comes in the hospital room or the teen’s bedroom or even in a grocery
story. And sometimes it’s a friend who gathers up all the tears we have spilled
on the floor that offers us a glimmer of heaven.

Amy Nicholson lives with her family by a waterfall in northwest Connecticut.
She hopes to encourage and inspire others through her writing. She enjoys
discovering grace in ordinary places and has been published in Country
Woman, The Old Schoolhouse, and The Lookout, etc. Visit her at
www.amynicholson14.wordpress.com.
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NONFICTION

Helga Gruendler-Schierloh
Recycling Good Will
“For just 15 dollars a month you can change the life of a needy youngster,”
came a pleading voice from the TV screen. “Won’t you open your heart to the
need of a youngster in poverty?”
My children looked at me. “Can we, Mom?” – “Oh please, please, can we send
some money to a poor little kid?”
I smiled. “I’ve already called the 800 number for details. Would you two be
willing to pitch in?”
After nodding enthusiastically, my daughter opted for a girl, while my son had
no such preference.
“Fine, we’ll ask for a girl.” I put down my coffee mug. “And now I am going
to tell you a story.”
The kids’ faces lit up. They liked my homespun tales, and by being able to
weave in a moral here and there, I used those stories as a convenient teaching
tool.
Only this time, instead of concocting a tale, I dug up one of my childhood
memories:
When I was about five years of age, I was living in a small village in Germany,
and my wardrobe consisted of a simple frock for everyday activities, as well
as a Dirndl-style dress with a lace-trimmed white apron for church attendance
and for special events that were so rare as to be basically non-existent.
Shoes were also a luxury to be kept aside for the cold days of the year. In the
summer, my playmates and I ran around on bare feet. This not only reduced
the wear and tear of our limited footwear; on rainy days, it also allowed us the
cheap pleasure of stomping around on the unpaved village street and letting
the gooey mud ooze through the cracks between our toes.
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Those were the late 1940’s – when the nightmare of World War II still lingered
painfully in everyone’s heart and mind – and people didn’t complain much
about mere inconveniences. Just being alive was a privilege. However, the
severe shortage of food posed a real challenge – and the search for something
to pacify our growling stomachs dominated our existence.
At least we were lucky enough to live in the countryside, where we received
occasional handouts from the local farmers, and few people would send a child
away empty-handed. So, whenever I went to bed with a full belly, I considered
it a good day.
One afternoon, while lingering near the small baroque church at the end of our
hillside town, I spotted a jeep coming up the incline. I glanced curiously at the
two uniformed man inside, and then grew afraid when they pulled up right
next to me and I didn’t understand a word they were saying. In those days, the
idea of aliens had not yet taken hold, but as far as I was concerned, those two
strangers may just as well have come from another planet.
“Americans,” one of them said, first pointing at himself and then at his buddy.
Realizing that he frightened me, he reached into the jeep and pulled up a large,
elongated hemp sack. It looked like something to be used for storing farm
produce, such as grain.
The soldier pointed at it. “Food.”
When I just kept staring at him, his friend yelled, “Essen.”
“Essen?” I asked, my heart beating faster – but no longer due to any fright or
flight mode.
Both nodded and dropped their bulky present on the ground. When they
gestured for me to take it, I threw myself on top of it and let out a joyful cry.
The sack was big and heavy, and I was a mere wisp of a youngster.
Nevertheless, the thrilling thought of edible items at my fingertips must have
empowered me with something akin to child-hero-super-strength. Half
pushing, half pulling, I hauled my loot back to the room I occupied with my
mother in a nearby farmhouse. By courtesy of the government, the locals had
to make space available for us refugees and, needless to say, this intrusion of
folk’s privacy was not always welcomed.
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Our tiny assigned living area held only the basics. But at least we had a bed to
sleep in as well as a stove for cooking and keeping warm.
When my mother saw what I was battling, her eyes grew big.
“Child, what in the world…?” Reaching down to give me a hand, she saw the
label attached to the hemp.
“It’s in English,” she muttered, before shouting, “Little one, I think we just hit
the jackpot. This seems to be an American care package.”
She pried open the metal clamp holding the top together. Then she shook the
contents onto the floor – and suddenly it was Christmas for us.
Too much time has gone by for me to remember everything we received that
day, but there were most likely jars filled with jams, jellies, canned meat, and
packages of other durable food items.
Picking up a round metal container, my mother gasped. “Oh goodness, I can’t
believe it. This is real coffee. I will enjoy every drop of it – after so many
months of pouring hot water on stove-roasted grains, pretending it to be a tasty
brew. So, let’s reserve it for a special occasion.”
Then she swung me around. “Oh, what the heck – let’s celebrate right now.
Getting this surprise gift is about as special as it gets. I shall have a cup of
coffee — and…”
She reached down, picked up a rectangular tablet and tore the paper open.
“…you shall have a treat as well.”
Breaking off a large wedge of something flat and brown, she told me to open
my mouth. Then she reverently placed the mystery food on my tongue. “Now,
eat it!”
I bit down, chewed, then grimaced and spit out a glistening sticky brown glob.
“Yeck, I don’t like soap, Mom.”
It took a few more tries before I learned to appreciate this strange stuff called
‘chocolate.’ Never having tasted it before, I had reacted strictly to how it felt
inside my mouth, and I had not found that lumpy sensation to be very
enjoyable.
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The arrival of that care package shone a beaming light into the dreariness of
my mother’s existence at that time. As a child, I didn’t experience those days
as particularly gloomy. In fact, I still think often fondly of my wonderfully
carefree childhood in the country, since my “Mutti” always made sure that I
had what I needed, even if she had to go without.
However, the warm and giving spirit inherent in that care package will forever
remind me of the kindness of the American people who are now so very much
a part of my world.
I also like to believe that the instant happiness shared so long ago by two
soldiers and a five-year-old girl was destined to remain a highlight in our
respective memories.
Determined to keep this caring spirit alive, I considered it wise to start right at
home – with implanting a dose of empathy and goodwill into my own
offspring.

Helga Gruendler-Schierloh is a bilingual Michigan writer with a degree in
journalism. Her articles, short stories, and poetry have appeared in the USA,
the UK, and Canada. Her debut novel, “Burying Leo,” released in 2017, won
second place in women’s fiction during Pen Craft Awards’ 2018 writing
contest.
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NONFICTION

Lynne Farmer
From the Depths
My faith in God has been challenged before but never more than that fateful
June night when I knew I would never again see my older brother and best
friend, at least on earth. All of my fondest memories of childhood involved
my older brother, Scott. We were best friends, though as kids one doesn’t think
about that so much. Everywhere he went I would follow, and he didn’t ever
seem to mind. He and his friends would play with me and my friends in our
big playground— the outside. We grew up in the era where we’d play outside
during the summer all day— just coming in to eat lunch, and in the evening,
for dinner.
Looking back into the past, a memory with Scott has become more special to
me as I became older and realized its significance. When I was about eight or
nine, Scott and I were at a neighbor’s garage sale and I saw to my delight a
Barbie house/case and the accessories that went with them. Though it was
cheaper, I was saddened when I realized I didn’t have the money to buy it. I
cannot recall every detail after that moment as I would like to, but I do know
that Scott surprised me when he came to my bedroom. Suddenly he was there,
and within his outstretched hands was my joy as only a little girl who loves
playing with dolls can know. I’m sure I thanked him as only a little sister (who
idolized her older brother) can, but that doesn’t stand out. What does is finding
out a little later from our mom that he had used his own money to buy it for
me. This was the kind of person he was, even as a pre-teen.
We definitely did do everything together. Our journey to faith even began
together with an auspicious ride on a bus to their local Baptist church. We
arrived there, never knowing that our young lives would be forever changed.
With our age difference we were in different classes, but that didn’t stop us
from accomplishing the most significant moment of our lives together…
trusting in Jesus Christ as our Lord and Savior. The exact details of the
moment are hazy, but the feeling of pureness of joy washing over my soul will
remain in my mind and heart forever. Scott had accepted Christ, too, on that
same day or close to it. Years later my mom told me that my brother’s great
desire was to be baptized at the same time as I, and he made sure this
happened.
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My journey to faith had diverged from Scott in that God worked in my
weakness. Before I became baptized, I wasn’t able to put my head under water,
even when I was bathing in the bathtub. My mom explained that I was very
determined as an eight-year-old to go through with the ceremony of baptism
because I knew I was doing what He wanted me to do— display my testimony
and faith in a physical way. A year or two later, I awoke from a dream where
I saw how I fell into a pool when I’d been very young, and when talking to
my mom about it she explained that this had really happened.
So, this was why I was so scared of putting my head under water, but I hadn’t
known all the circumstances. I believed that God had revealed it to me through
this dream after having been saved. Even more importantly, I believed then
that He had revealed it to me because I had trusted Him enough to immerse
my whole body into water in order to be baptized. Even though I was very
scared of going under the water, I had faith that He would keep me safe. His
grace is sufficient for me, as His power is perfected in my weakness (2
Corinthians 12:9).
Growing up throughout my teenage years and into adulthood I have had many
trials— some with Scott by my side, but most of them without him. He and I
went onto our separate journeys through life. He had joined the army, even
going to boot camp before graduating high school. His first love was playing
war, and ever since he was a kid he wanted to be a soldier. So, he followed his
lifelong dream. My future involved getting married to my husband not long
after graduating high school and then having our daughter about a year later.
My life was busy being a young mom with my daughter and husband, and for
the next eighteen years life went on like this— with us having two more
children, our sons, along the way.
During the early summer of 2008, I woke up to a really bad dream that
involved my brother Scott. I don’t really remember the details of it now, but
dismissed it as just an especially vivid dream. That morning I automatically
went through my usual routine for myself and my children on that fateful
Tuesday, June 3rd. I’ll always remember that night as our family did our usual
evening routine, eating dinner and then having fun looking up on our computer
places to live in the Ozarks, as that was our dream area to live. About midevening, I got a phone call from my mom who normally wouldn’t call on a
weekend night. If I could have not answered that phone call so I wouldn’t
know the horrible news, that would be my wish, but the news would still be
there— standing there in horrific reality. My mom in a broken voice told me
about my older brother and best friend. He was in charge of an army reserves
division in Zormat, Afghanistan, in the Civil Affairs department, that helped
local villagers by building wells, schools, and anything else needed. That day
he and his crew were in their Humvee, when it drove over an IED
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unbeknownst to them. In normal protocol, he would be the one to sit in the
back, but he liked to be in the front to control the choice of music over the
radio. His driver, a young soldier, and himself were killed instantly. His spirit
and soul immediately went to be with our Lord in heaven.
That first night lying in bed as I tried to sleep was like a living nightmare. It
felt like part of my heart had been torn out, and my mind could not
comprehend the events that I knew were true. I had to tell myself they were,
which would torture the hole in my heart even more. Throughout this, I prayed
to God in hopeless confusion as it was too difficult to comprehend, and He
was there in the next instant. I believe that the Holy Spirit administered to my
heart then, as I could feel the quiet ease of my spirit gently held within His
Spirit. As the verse in Romans 8:26 tells, His Spirit helped me to pray as I
could not. My heart was broken from then on, and time has helped it to heal—
but part of it, with him in it, will never completely recover. My soul did go
through deep searching for a few years, though. I guess you could call it
naivety but my thought processes were, before he died, that as a Christian and
someone who was helping people that God would keep him safe there. Mostly
I’m sure I thought that way because he was my beloved brother. I questioned
why it happened, and though I stayed mostly strong for my family—
especially for my children, then seventeen, twelve, and six years old— part of
my consciousness became enveloped in a pool of depression.
What helped me to get my head out of the water was to essentially trust in
Him, that in the good times and the terrible ones, He is still there. One simple,
but significant, moment stood out when I heard Casting Crown’s “Praise You
in This Storm” for the first time. It was as if God was speaking right to my
heart, and my tears were of sadness and acceptance. It definitely was a slow
process, and part of my heart has been irrevocably changed. Yet, to be able to
give over my hurt and depression to God, I had to trust in Him as I had done
so many years ago as an eight-year-old little girl. He had helped me then to
believe in Him, and have the faith to trust in Him under the water. That was
with my older brother by my side. Years later, I had to learn to trust in Him
again and have faith that His Ways are not my ways, and though Scott isn’t
with me on earth anymore, I have the complete assurance that I will see him
again someday… in heaven.

Lynne Farmer lives in Stillwater, Oklahoma. She’s married and has three
children and has been working as a teacher in the Head Start program. She’s
been writing since she was thirteen and has renewed her efforts to write more
and get her writings published.
ART & PHOTOGRAPHY
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O. Yemi Tubi
It Is Finished! The Stone Is Rolled Away

Image courtesy of the artist.
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The Big Apple

Image courtesy of the artist.
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My Mother

Image courtesy of the artist.

See O. Yemi Tubi’s biography— page 61.
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Clarissa Cervantes
Go Forth

Image courtesy of Clarissa Cervantes.
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Sunset of Faith

Image courtesy of Clarissa Cervantes.

Clarissa Cervantes is a poet, photographer, physical therapist and researcher.
Clarissa strives to create beautiful and meaningful Christian images and
articles to inspire and uplift readers. Clarissa holds a B.A. in Physical Therapy,
where she found her vocation to help as well as to deliver comfort to people
all over the world through her images and words. For Clarissa every image
captured represents her faith, which is a gift from God to be shared with others
and to encourage one another to find beauty and gratitude in their daily lives.

ART & PHOTOGRAPHY
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Lisa Anne Tindal
Gethsemane

Image courtesy of the artist.
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Holy Water

Image courtesy of the artist.
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Lisa Anne Tindal writes and paints in hopes of bringing others closer to fully
embracing their own redemption through Christ. Lisa Anne paints female
figures, abstract pieces and landscapes. Lisa Anne has a forthcoming
children’s book, “Look at The Birds,” written to teach children the words of
Jesus about their value in His eyes. "Gethsemane" and "Holy Water" are
available through her website, https://lisaannetindal.com.
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